This paper is the first in a series where we attempt to define defects in critical lattice models that give rise to conformal field theory topological defects in the continuum limit. We focus mostly on models based on the Temperley-Lieb algebra, with future applications to restricted solid-on-solid (also called anyonic chains) models, as well as non-unitary models like percolation or self-avoiding walks. Our approach is essentially algebraic and focusses on the defects from two points of view: the "crossed channel" where the defect is seen as an operator acting on the Hilbert space of the models, and the "direct channel" where it corresponds to a modification of the basic Hamiltonian with some sort of impurity. Algebraic characterizations and constructions are proposed in both points of view. In the crossed channel, this leads us to new results about the center of the affine Temperley-Lieb algebra; in particular we find there a special subalgebra with non-negative integer structure constants that are interpreted as fusion rules of defects. In the direct channel, meanwhile, this leads to the introduction of fusion products and fusion quotients, with interesting mathematical properties that allow to describe representations content of the lattice model with a defect, and to describe its spectrum.
Introduction
A defect-or interface-in conformal field theory is generally defined as a non-contractible line separating two a priori different conformal field theories (CFTs), with matching conditions between the two sides of the line. Various situations can be encountered in this general context. We will restrict here to the case of so-called topological defects, where the two CFTs are identical, and the stress-energy tensor is continuous across the defect line. In this case, correlation functions for fields inserted away from the defect line are unchanged when the line is continuously deformed, as long as the line is not taken across the field insertions: hence the name "topological".
Defects in CFT appear in a variety of physical problems, both in two-dimensional statistical mechanics, e.g. in the context of Kramers-Wannier duality [1, 2] , and in imaginary-time onedimensional quantum mechanics, e.g. in the context of quantum impurity problems such as the Kondo problem [3, 4] . The problem of classifying topological defects has received considerable attention, in particular in the case of rational CFTs [5, 6] . For such theories with diagonal modular invariants, for instance, it has been shown that the set of defects is isomorphic with the set of representations of the chiral algebra. Many results for non-diagonal invariants, or for non-rational unitary theories such as Liouville [7] are also known.
Meanwhile, the general question of relating structures within the CFTs with properties of underlying lattice models has also attracted much attention. Work in this direction has included attempts to define lattice versions of the Virasoro algebra [8] [9] [10] , to define fusion of primary fields in terms or representation theory of lattice algebras [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , to calculate modular transformations from lattice partition functions [17] , and to build topological defect lines directly on the lattice [18] . Many of these attempts drew from the pioneering work of Kadanoff and Ceva [19] .
The present work is motivated by our interest in non-unitary (in particular, logarithmic) conformal field theory (LCFT) [20] . Decisive progress has been realized in this difficult subject by turning to lattice models-in particular, to understand better the indecomposable properties of the Virasoro-algebra representations involved. In view of the close relationship between defects, primary fields and fusion in the unitary case, it is natural to continue the program set out in [21] by trying to define topological defects on the lattice using an algebraic approach. While such endeavor has been partially completed in the case of restricted solid-on-solid models-whose associated CFTs are rational, and which are closely related to "anyonic" spin chains [18] -we will be interested here in the profoundly different case of loop models, which provide regularizations of the simplest known LCFTs. This paper will discuss the first part of our study, where we will focus on the definition and mathematical properties of a certain kind of lattice topological defects.
The correspondence between CFTs and lattice models is often best handled by thinking of the CFT in radial quantization, where, after the usual logarithmic mapping, (imaginary) time propagation occurs along the axis of a cylinder, and space is periodic. In this point of view, the non-contractible line for the topological defect can either run along the infinite cylinder, or be a non-contractible loop winding around it. We will refer to these two situations as a defect in the "direct" or in the "crossed" channel, respectively, see Fig. 1 .
In the crossed channel, the defect can be associated with an operator X acting on the Hilbert space of the bulk CFT. The defect is topological if X commutes with the chiral V ir and the anti-chiral V ir Virasoro generators [6] :
crossed channel ≡ direct channel ≡ Figure 1 : The two possible geometries for a defect line after mapping the plane to the cylinder.
Our strategy to identify the possible choices of operators X is based on the identification of (representations of) the Virasoro algebra via the continuum limit of the Temperley-Lieb (TL) algebra-an idea that has been used in several works on related topics [8, 22, 23] . This "identification" must be qualified. First, since we are dealing with bulk CFTs, we must think of the product of the chiral and anti-chiral Virasoro algebras, V ir ⊗ V ir. Similarly, since the lattice models are defined on a cylinder, the proper lattice algebra is a "periodicized" version-the affine Temperley-Lieb algebra aTL: strictly speaking, the continuum limit of this algebra is known to be larger than V ir ⊗ V ir, and has been identified as the "interchiral algebra" in [22] .
In the typical physical interpretation of the (affine) Temperley-Lieb algebras on n sites, the nodes on the top and bottom of the TL diagrams should be interpreted as a chain of n subsystems whose interactions are determined by the TL generators, but whose internal sub-structure is notit is determined by the specific model chosen, which also fixes the aTL representation corresponding to the chain. The simplest examples of these are the various kinds of spin-chains, like the twisted XXZ model. We will therefore start our search for lattice analogues of topological defects by demanding the closest lattice equivalent of (1) , that is by looking for operators X on the lattice that commute with the interactions in the chain, or, in a model-independent setting, that are central in aTL. We will follow this model-independent point of view on lattice defects as central elements satisfying certain nice properties, e.g. having a well-defined fusion. This is discussed in Section 3 after the algebraic preliminaries of Section 2 where we recall the usual definition of aTL together with a less standard formulation using a blobbed set of generators. In this last formulation, the lattice meaning of X turns out to be very simple: it just consists in passing a line "above" or "below" the non-contractible loops by using solutions of the spectral-parameter independent Yang-Baxter equation exchanging spin-1/2 (the value relevant for bulk loops) and spin-j (the value relevant for the defect lines) representations. The topological nature of this defect is obvious, as the Yang-Baxter equation allows one to move and deform the defect line at will without changing neither the partition function, nor the correlation functions if operators are inserted. The simplest example of such a defect operator X is given by a diagram corresponding to a single non-contractible loop passing over the bulk, see Fig. 2 where we denote this operator by Y . This operator and its powers are manifestly in the center of the affine TL algebra. We define similarly operatorsȲ where the non-contractible loop is passing under the bulk. The two operators generate an interesting algebra of defects.
Let us describe this type of defect operators in more precise mathematical terms. First of all, the aTL algebras depend on n (the number of sites) and a loop parameter q+q −1 . In this paper, we consider only the case of q a generic complex number (not a root of unity, we leave the root of unity case discussion for a forthcoming paper). The aTL algebra can be obtained as a quotient of the so-called affine Hecke algebra of typeÂ n−1 where all central elements are known-they form the algebra of symmetric Laurent polynomials in Jucys-Murphy elements J i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. One of our main mathematical results in this paper is that the image of this affine Hecke center inside aTL is generated by the two elements Y andȲ , i.e. their powers can be written as symmetric polynomials in the J i , and vice versa. We shall call this natural subalgebra in the center of aTL the symmetric center Z sym . Moreover, we show that products of Chebyshev polynomials in Y andȲ provide a "canoncical" basis in Z sym with non-negative integer structure constants, i.e. a product of two defect operators is decomposed onto defect operators again, and with non-negative multiplicities. The multiplicities are interpreted as fusion rules of the defects. Of course, the line passing above or below the loops can as well be taken to run along the axis of the cylinder, i.e. along the time direction. This corresponds to having the defect in the direct channel. In this setting, the presence of the defect line leads to a modified Hilbert space where an extra representation of spin j is introduced, together with a Hamiltonian suitably modified by corresponding "defect" terms. This is discussed in Section 4, where we relate spectral properties of such a modified Hamiltonian (which is hard to study directly) to a clear and precise algebraic construction within the representation theory of aTL algebras-namely the fusion product and fusion quotient. The first is based on a certain induction, while the second is dual to it and practically very convenient for actual calculations. In simple terms, the spectrum of the spinj defect Hamiltonian is given by the spectrum of the standard affine TL Hamiltonian with no defects however acting on the fusion quotient of an aTL representation by the spin-j standard TL representation. The advantage of this construction is that it allows us to perform precise calculations, as we demonstrate in several examples, including the case of the twisted XXZ model.
In the last section 5, we provide conclusions and discuss a CFT interpretation together with further steps that will be discussed in the next papers, like the analysis of modular S-transformation in infinite lattices and the continuum limit from a more physical point of view. In Section 5, we also make an attempt to give a precise mathematical definition of lattice defects studied in this work. Finally, several appendices contain proofs of our mathematical results and auxiliary calculations, such as examples of fusion products and fusion quotients.
Algebraic preliminaries: the affine TL algebra
In this section, we fix our notations and conventions. We first give a definition of the affine Temperley-Lieb algebra in terms of generators, and in terms of diagrams. We give the definition both in terms of the translation generator, which is very standard, and a new one in terms of the so-called blob and hoop generators; the blob formulation is significantly more convenient when discussing topological defects. We then discuss the standard modules and give the eigenvalues of the common central elements on them. The orbit classification shows that representations can be identified by the eigenvalues of the topological defect operators and the full translation operator u n .
Two definitions
The affine Temperley-Lieb algebras {aTL n (q)} form a family of infinite dimensional associative C-algebras, indexed by a positive integer n -number of sites -and a non-zero complex number q. They can be defined in many ways but we chose three particular presentations for their relevance in physics. Each of these are described in terms of generators with relations and were chosen because they lighten the notation in particular sub-sections of this work. The first set of generators, which we shall refer to as the periodic set of generators, is the one appearing in the original literature on these algebras: two shift generators u, u −1 , and n arc generators e 1 , . . . , e n , with the defining relations (n > 2)
e i e i = (q + q −1 )e i , e i e i±1 e i = e i , e i e j = e j e i if |i − j| ≥ 2, (2) ue i = e i+1 u, u 2 e n−1 = e 1 . . . e n−1 , which stands for all i, and we defined e 0 ≡ e n , e n+1 ≡ e 1 . If n = 2, one must remove the relations e i e i±1 e i = e i , but the other relations are unchanged. If n = 1, one must remove all the arc generators, keeping only the shift generators with the defining relations uu −1 = u −1 u = 1. One notices immediately that this set of generators is not minimal, since for instance e i = u i−1 e 1 u 1−i for all i ≥ 1. Furthermore, the elements u ±n are both obviously central. The sub-algebra generated by {e 1 , . . . , e n } is often called the periodic Temperley-Lieb algebra, while the one generated by {e 1 , . . . , e n−1 } is called the regular Temperley-Lieb algebra.
The second set of generators, which we shall refer to as the blobbed set of generators, is significantly less known: there are two blob generators b, b −1 , and n − 1 arc generators e i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (so if n = 1 there are no arc generators), with defining relations
which stands for all i such that these expressions make sense; note that in this case we have no generator e n . We also note that the element Y ≡ −qb − q −1 b −1 introduced in the above relations is central, it will be called the hoop operator 1 . We want to stress that in our formulation the blob generator b is invertible. The epithet blob here denotes the relation with the so-called blob algebra [33] , which is a finite-dimensional algebra where the blob element is not invertible but an idempotent. This latter algebra is obtained by taking the quotient of aTL n (q) by the two-sided ideal aTL n (q) · (Y − y1) for some y ∈ C, or in simple words the blob algebra is obtained via fixing the eigenvalue of Y . See for instance [29] . We note that the connection with the first description, i.e. in terms of "periodic" type generators is (here, we place periodic type generators in RHS)
where we introduced the braid generators
It is straightforward to check the braid relations
The normalization 2 in (6) was chosen such that
These relations are used to prove the equivalence of the relations in equations (3) and (2), specifically when verifying those involving b, u, or e n . We note that an expression of periodic generators in terms of the blobbed ones is obtained as follows: the shift generators u ±1 are obtained multiplying both sides of (4)-(5) with appropriate g ±1 i 's, then the generator e n is formally defined as u −1 e 1 u. It is then rather straightforward, however tedious, to show that the defining relations (2) are equivalent to those in (3). We give one example of such computations as the others are all quite similar; recall the proposed form for b in (4), we then verify that
2 e 1 =e n−1 e n−2 ...e 1 +qbe 1 be 1 , = −u 2 e n−1 e n−2 . . . e 1 + qbe 1 be 1 ,
= −e 1 + qbe 1 be 1 , and then multiplying both sides by b −1 from the left yields the identity e 1 be 1 = (qb + q −1 b −1 )e 1 from the list in (3). We also note that in the context of blob algebras (recalled above as the quotients), the relation between periodic and blobbed generators reflects what was called "braid translation" in [27, 33] .
We will also use another relation between the periodic and blobbed set of generators: Because the algebra is invariant under the substitution b → b −1 , q → q −1 , i.e. it provides an algebra automorphism, there is a second way to write the blob generators in terms of the generators of "periodic" type:b
We turn now to introduction of diagrammatical presentations for both types of generators, and it is much easier to check such an equivalence (or isomorphism of the two algebras) by doing standard diagram calculations.
Diagrammatic presentation
We now introduce the graphical presentation of the algebra, which can be used to write words in the algebra in a very compact and intuitive form. Each of the classical generators gets associated to a diagram with 2n nodes connected by n strands, or lines:
where the opposing vertical sides are identified, so these drawings should be imagined as being drawn on a cylinder, with the top and bottom black lines resting on its top and bottom edge, respectively. Strands that connects both edges of the cylinder are called through lines. One can show that every diagram which can be drawn on this cylinder with n non-intersecting strings represents a non-zero element of the algebra, and every such element is represented by a unique diagram, up to isotopy of the strands which is ambient on the boundary. Sums of elements of the algebra can be understood as formal sums of diagrams, and products in the algebra are computed using diagram composition 3 : the diagrams ab is defined by putting the diagram for b on top of the diagram for a and joining the strands that meet. A closed arc that is homotopic to a point is simply removed and replaced by a factor q + q −1 . For instance, here are some of the defining relations of the algebra in the diagrammatic presentation (for n = 3):
≡ (−q)
Figure 3: Braid notations
For graphical presentation of the blobbed generators, we introduce first the braid notation for the overlapping strands in Fig. 3 , as well as the diagram presentation of g ±1 i introduced in (6) . Then using (11) we get by stacking the diagrams:
and similar calculation for ug n−1 . . . g 1 . Therefore, the blob generators b and b −1 from (4)- (5) can be represented as
. . .
It is then straightforward to check the relations (3) using the standard graphical manipulations together with the relations (8).
We recall the central element Y = −(qb + q −1 b −1 ). In the diagram basis, it can be written as
where for the last equality we also used the braid conventions in Fig. 3 . That Y is central is easy to check using the diagrammatic calculation as in Fig. 2 : generators e j obviously commute with the insertion of a line going "above" or "under" the system, the same applies for the commutativity with the shift operators where one just uses the braid relations.
Recall now the algebra automorphism b → b −1 , q → q −1 discussed above (9) . The diagram presentation for the second set of blobbed generators is
The second representative of the blob generatorsb andb −1 allows us to identify the second distinct central elementȲ :
We will show below that for generic values of q the two central elements Y andȲ generate a natural subalgebra Z sym in the center of aTL n (q). We call this subalgebra the symmetric centre of aTL n (q) and it has two interesting properties (that will be proven in the next section):
1. Z sym is an image of the whole center of the affine Hecke algebra under the standard covering map:
Recall that the center of H n (q) is spanned by symmetric polynomials in the Jucy-Murphy elements
2. There is a special "canonical" basis (made of Chebyshev polynomials) such that the structure constants are non-negative integers, i.e. Z sym endowed with this basis is a Verlinde algebra.
The second point is very important for our defect construction, and we will see below in Section 3 that the central elements in the canonical basis (on certain representations) provide operators that represent topological defects in the crossed channel. It is however not clear to us whether the symmetric centre Z sym generates the centre of aTL n (q) or not. We plan to come back to this important question in the next publication.
Tile formalism and the transfer matrix
While we formulate most of our results in terms of diagrams with strings and arcs on a cylinder, a very significant body of work on this subject is written in terms of planar tiles (see for instance [34, 35] ); we present here a brief translation between the two formalisms and use it to introduce the usual transfer matrix.
The planar tile with spectral parameter x is defined by
These satisfy three particular relations:
These are respectively called the inversion, Yang-Baxter, and crossing symmetry. The transfer matrix T n ( x) can then be defined as
. .
where there are n tiles and the opposing vertical sides are identified so that this defines an element of aTL n (q) for each n-dimensional vector x. If x 1 = x 2 = . . . = x n the transfer matrix is said to be homogeneous and is simply written T n (x 1 ). Using the three previous identities, one readily shows that homogeneous transfer matrices commute with each others, i.e. [T n (x), T n (y)] = 0, and thus define families of integrable lattice models. We note four specific cases of the homogeneous transfer matrix that are of importance in this work. Setting the spectral parameter x to 1 or q gives the translation operators u ∓1 :
while taking the limits in the spectral parameter to zero or infinity produces the two hoop operators Y andȲ : lim
Standard modules
We present a brief overview of the most common class of aTL n ≡ aTL n (q) modules: the standard modules W k,z (n); these are indexed by a non-negative integer 2k ≤ n (so k is a half-integer), of the same parity as n, and a non-zero complex number z. The simplest way of describing their basis is in terms of diagrams having n (k) nodes on their bottom (top) side, and having exactly k through lines. One simply takes the formal sums of every such diagrams, and use diagram composition to describe the action of the algebra (by stacking an algebra diagram on the bottom), understanding that if composition produces a diagram with less than k through lines, it is identified with the zero element. For instance,
This is the way standard modules S k (n) are defined for the regular Temperley-Lieb algebra TL n (q), by simply excluding the diagrams with strings crossing the imaginary boundary on each side of the diagrams; while for TL n (q) such diagrams form a finite dimensional module, it is not true for the affine version aTL n (q), as e.g. the translation generators u ±1 produce states with arbitrary winding of through lines. To get a finite dimensional module for aTL n (q), one must also fix the eigenvalues of the two central elements identified in the previous section:
The simplest way to do this is to define the right action of u (the action on through lines) as multiplication by z, i.e.
where LHS of the first equality is the right action of u while LHS of the second equality is the right action of u −1 . The eigenvalue of the central element u n is thus z n . It was shown in [32] that the endomorphism ring of standard modules is one dimensional, so any central element must act like a multiple of the identity on a standard module; finding the eigenvalue is then simply a matter of choosing a convenient element x such that computing Y x is easy. For example, using x which is filled by non-nested arcs from the right and the rest are the 2k through lines, we calculate that the choice (27) for the action of u also fixes the eigenvalues of the central elements Y andȲ , as follows:
To see this, we first recall the diagram presentation for b in (14) . Applying then −qb to the chosen x and expanding the braid-crossings according to the rules in Figure 3 , only one configuration has a non-zero contribution that corresponds to the factor z −1 (−q) −k . As an example of such a calculation for k = 1, n = 4, we have
A similar calculation can be done forb ±1 confirming the result in (28) . It shall be convenient in what follows to use the notation
which fixes the eigenvalue of Y = δ + δ −1 , orȲ = µ + µ −1 , respectively, and the superscript o/u refers here to the central element being fixed: the one with a horizontal line going over (Y ) or under (Ȳ ) all others.
We conclude this section with a description of the structure of these modules at generic q. Based on the results [32] , we observe that there exists a non-zero morphism 5 f : W s,w (n) → W r,z (n) if and only if s ≥ r and Y,Ȳ have the same eigenvalues on both modules; furthermore any such morphism is proportional to the identity (for s = r) or to a unique injective map. The conditions on equality of the eigenvalues of Y andȲ is equivalent to the Graham-Lehrer conditions [32] :
Furthermore, each standard module has a unique simple quotient denoted by W r,z (n), and these form a complete set of irreducible modules.
Tower structure
The family of affine Temperley-Lieb algebras admits inclusions of the form (we will often abbreviate
giving the structure of a tower of algebras [13, Sec. 3.3] . Some of these inclusions will play a role in our construction of topological defects so we describe them here. We now assume that k is a positive integer, and define a morphism of algebras
by its action on the various sets of generators of the algebra. For clarity, we add a superscript to the generators to indicate which algebra they belong to; for instance u (n) is the shift generator in aTL n , while u (n+2) is the shift generator in aTL n+2 , etc. With this notation, the map φ u n,k on the blobbed set of generators is
It is straightforward to verify that φ u n,k defines an inclusion of algebras. We note that this definition is parallel to what was done in affine Hecke algebra terms in [13, Sec. 4.4.2] . While the map is very simple with the blobbed generators, it is more complicated when expressed on the periodic set of generators, for instance
which agrees with [13, Eq. (3.9)], after one takes into account the difference in conventions. One therefore sees that, in terms of diagrams, the morphism φ u n,k consists in adding k through lines on the right side of each diagrams, going under every lines that wraps around the cylinder (hence the superscript u on the morphism).
Similarly, one defines another morphism of algebras
by adding the k lines over the lines that wrap around the cylinder, i.e. on the periodic set of generators the map is
which also agrees with [13, Eq. (3.10) ]. On the blobbed set of generators, the map is simply
Furthermore, while we placed the extra lines on the right side of the diagram, we could have put them on the left side instead; we name the resulting morphisms
for the corresponding under and over versions. We then notice that the two subalgebras φ u n,k (aTL n ) and ψ o k,n (aTL k ) commute with each others; this can be seen by a direct calculation as in [13] or showing that φ
n+1 , where J i is the Jucys-Murphy element 6 of the affine Temperley-Lieb algebra (see Section 3.3). This fact can be exploited to define a monoidal structure on the affine Temperley-Lieb category [13] , see also [14] for the corresponding fusion calculation. We note that φ o n,k (aTL n ) and ψ u k,n (aTL k ) also commute.
Lattice topological defects: crossed channel
In this section, we formulate our lattice topological defects in terms of the affine TL algebra using the hoop operators -the central elements Y andȲ introduced in the previous section -and describe their fusion rules. In more mathematical terms, we show that the two elements Y andȲ generate an interesting subalgebra Z sym in the centre of aTL n (q) -the so-called symmetric centre -we will show that Z sym agrees with the algebra of symmetric Laurent polynomials in the famous Jucys-Murphy elements. We also show that it admits a certain basis with non-negative integer structure constants. Interestingly, at least for generic values of q, the structure constants do not depend on n or q.
The algebra of defects Y andȲ
Recall that the hoop operators defined in Section 2.2 can be represented by diagrams with a single closed string wrapping over or under all the other strings:
and these are central elements in aTL n (q). This wrapping string can be isotopically deformed at will without changing the spectrum of the transfer matrix from Section 2.3, and it thus can be thought of as a defect line (in the crossed channel). We are interested in the algebra generated by these hoop operators, and first study their powers. Taking powers of the hoop operators will increase the width of the defects by increasing the number of lines going across the system; one can then imagine Temperley-Lieb operators acting horizontally on the defect. For instance One recognize that this corresponds to taking a Markov trace in the horizontal direction; in particular, the operator Y m can be seen as a map from TL m to the ring of endomorphisms of aTL n :
where a given element in TL m considered as a diagram is just placed on the m horizontal strands, as in Fig. 4 . It is easy to see that the image of this map lives in the center of aTL n , and the central elements provide an endomorphism via the multiplication. We similarly define the mappinḡ
whose image is also in the center of aTL n , and that can be represented graphically similarly to Fig. 4 , however with horizontal lines going under the vertical ones. We show below that the images of the two maps Y m andȲ m generate an algebra that we call Z sym .
Higher-spin operators Y j andȲ j
Instead of applying the defect operators Y m on individual elements of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, we can have them act on an entire ideal, sending each to a sub-ring of the ring of endomorphisms of aTL n . If q is generic, every indecomposable left-ideal of TL m is isomorphic to one of the form S j (m) = TL m P j , where P j is an idempotent of spin j; when j = m/2 one can use the Jones-Wenzl projectors
, defined recursively through the following formula:
where the index m is related to the spin as above, and i is just the lattice position.
Recall that P j is an idempotent, i.e. P j P j = P j , and the map Y m has the property of a trace, we then have
for all x ∈ TL m . By construction, P j xP j is an endomorphism of the ideal S j (m) (by multiplication on the right), which is simple whenever q is generic; it follows that P j xP j = λ x P j for some λ x ∈ C, and thus that
where we introduced a special central element
).
Here, we used the fact that the trace of P j is independent both of m, and of the particular choice of P j we made (see Appendix A.1 for details of the proof). In particular, the identity (47) makes sense and is true for any valid value of m when the ideal S j (m) is non-zero.
Using the recurrence relation for the Jones-Wenzl projectors, we find
where U k (x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, of order k. For instance, we have
Recall that Y acts on W o k,δ as (δ + δ −1 ); writing δ = e iθ , the higher-spin operator eigevalues are thus
The important observation is that the properties of the Chebyshev polynomials allow us to decompose products of Y j s:
We finally note that the whole construction of this section would work equally well if the defect had been going under the strings instead of over them, by simply replacing Y withȲ everywhere it appears. We begin with the mapȲ m defined in (45). Its properties are identical to those of the map Y m in every way; applying it to the ideals S j (m) yields higher-spin defect operatorsȲ j whose eigenvalues on W 
The algebra generated by Y j andȲ k will be called the symmetric center Z sym , this name will be justified in the next subsection. In other words, the images of the two maps Y m andȲ m generate Z sym as claimed above.
We finally note that for the "mixed" fusion Y j ·Ȳ k there is no interesting decomposition, or rather a trivial one, and the element Y j ·Ȳ k has to be thought of as one of the basis elements in Z sym . Of course all the other products in the algebra Z sym can be now decomposed over Y j ,Ȳ k , and Y j ·Ȳ k using (50) and (51).
Relation to symmetric polynomials.
While identifying the topological defect operators with the hoop operator is an intuitive choice, there are many other known central elements, which could also lead to topological defects. These are built from the so-called Jucys-Murphy elements; let
It is straightforward, though tedious, to prove that the Js commute with each others and so do the Ms; furthermore if P (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a symmetric Laurent polynomial, then
All of these can be generated from the powersum symmetric polynomials
However, it turns out that these are related to the hoop operators through the following relations:
where we defined
where it is understood that [n] 0 ≡ n, and T k (x) is the kth Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. The proof of these identities can be found in Appendix A.2. If (−q) nk = 1, these relations can be combined to find
Finally, using the properties of the Chebyshev polynomial it follows that
. . . 
Lattice topological defects: direct channel
In this section, we are interested in interpretation of previously introduced defects Y j andȲ j in the direct channel, or in their Hamiltonian realization. The action of the defect Y 1/2 in the direct channel can be inferred by a simple modular transformation -that is, a rotation by 90 o as in Fig. 5 . What this means microscopically is that we should have a system where, on top of the usual TL interaction terms, we have an extra line that simply goes over/under the others, and this contributes to defect terms in the Hamiltonian.
The Hamiltonian with defects can be obtained as a logarithmic derivative evaluated at x = 1 of the transfer matrix T n (x; m) in Fig. 6 in the case of rotation of the defectȲ m/2 . In this case, we obtain the Hamiltonian on n + m sites
where µ n,m = g n g n+1 . . . g n+m and the idempotent ρ is the JW idempotent W m+1 1
. We are interested in the spectral problem of H u . It is important to note that this Hamiltonian can be written as
i.e. as the image of the standard periodic TL Hamiltonian
e j on n sites under the embedding map φ u n,m . To solve the spectral problem, we present an algebraic construction linking the spectrum of H u with the spectrum of the standard Hamiltonian H n acting on a certain fusion quotient module of aTL n (q). This requires certain preparation and an algebraic discussion below. We then come back to the spectral problem in Section 4.4 with the final result formulated in Theorem 4.1, and then provide an explicit example based on the twisted XXZ chains in Section 4.5.
Let us begin with the idea that stays behind the two algebraic constructions formulated below. Adding the extra lines/defects in the direct channel can be realised as a functor that combine a module of aTL (the bulk model) with a module of TL (the defect) into a new module of aTL (the bulk model with a defect); it turns out that there are (at least) two natural ways of doing this: one can add new strands carrying the defect to the module, a process we call the fusion product, or one can impose the defect on an existing part of the module, a process we call the fusion quotient.
The fusion product
This section uses the notation introduced in section 2.5
Let m, k both be positive integers, we give aTL m+k the structure of a (aTL m+k , aTL m ⊗ C TL k ) bimodule by letting aTL m+k act on the left through the natural representation, and aTL m ⊗ C TL k acts on the right by the morphism φ
k,m , where we identified TL k with its image in aTL k . For M an aTL m module, and V a TL k -module, our definition of the fusion product can then be written
where the superscript u/o denotes which one of φ u/o m,k we used to define the bimodule structure of aTL m+k . From a more physical point of view, this corresponds to having a bulk model described by M which contains an isolated sub-system V , such that they are both entirely blind to each others so that the Hilbert space of the system is simply the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces of M ⊗ C V ; at some point one then remove the barrier between the two sub-system and thus letting V propagate freely inside M. Note also that this fusion is related, though different, to ones introduced previously (see Appendix B for more details).
Before giving the general result we give a small example and compute the fusion product of two standard modules W 1/2,z (3) × o f S 1/2 (1). Since the standard modules are cyclic, their fusion is also, and thus
where we also introduced our diagram notation for the fusion product: the diagram at the bottom is the element of aTL 4 , the one on the top left corner is the element of W 1,z (3), and the one on the top right corner is the element of S 1/2 (1). Since this module is cyclic, we can choose a basis of the form {a i x|i = 1, ...} for some subset {a i } ⊂ aTL 4 ; in the case at hand the simplest choice is
It is not trivial at all to show that this set is sufficient, for instance, can e 4 a 2 x really be expressed as a linear combination of a i x? Indeed it can:
where the last equality was obtained by using the closed braid identity
Using similar tricks, every elements can be brought to a linear combination of the a i x. Note that it is clear that any element a ∈ aTL 4 acting on a linear combinations of a 5 x, a 6 x, . . . , a 10 x will result in another linear combination of those same basis elements; in other words, {a i x|i = 5, 6, . . . , 10} generate a submodule of W 1/2,z (3) × o f S 1/2 (1), which we immediately recognize has W 0,z − (4) for some z − ∈ C * . By definition,
− is the weight of the non-contractible loops in the standard module, which must be equal to the eigenvalue ofȲ ; however φ o 3,1 (Ȳ (3) ) =Ȳ (4) , so this eigenvalue must be z(−q) −1/2 + z −1 (−q) 1/2 (the eigenvalue ofȲ on W 1/2,z (3)). We thus conclude 7 that z − = z(−q) −1/2 . Similarly, the quotient of W 1/2,z (3) × o f S 1/2 (1) by this submodule yields the standard module
By contrast, in
where we used the same trick as in equation (62). We thus conclude that z + = (−q) 1/2 z. 
It follows that, if q and z are generic
What if the parameters are not generic? If z 2 = (−q) 2 , a direct calculation shows that the defect operator Y has a Jordan block linking the two standard modules, and this fusion product is indecomposable. However, these new indecomposable modules are, for the moment, largely unclassified, and we plan to come back to this question in the close future.
More generally, we find that (for generic values of the parameters)
As shown in Appendix C, these results can also be derived by following the approach in [14] , that is, by first establishing the branching rules from aTL n 1 +n 2 to aTL n 1 ⊗ TL n 2 and then inferring the corresponding fusion product from Frobenius reciprocity.
The fusion quotient
The fusion product defined in the previous section implicitly assumed that the affine module M was only a left aTL m -module. If M is an aTL m -bimodule, then the fusion product M × u/o f V will also be a (aTL m+k , aTL k ) bimodule; given W a left aTL m+k module, and V a left TL k module, we define the fusion quotient by
Because
V is a right TL m module, this Hom group is naturally a left aTL m -module. Here's an example to show that the construction is actually quite natural despite its abstract definition. Let V = TL k seen as a left module; one finds
One can now recognize that W ÷ f TL k is simply the restriction of W to aTL m . More generally, if there exists an idempotent a 0 ∈ TL k such that V = TL k a 0 then the fusion is then the subset a 0 W of the restriction of W . As a more concrete example we compute W 1/2,z (3)÷ o f S 1/2 (1); since S 1/2 (1) ≃ TL 1 , this is simply the restriction of W 1/2,z (3) to aTL 2 . We start by choosing a basis of the standard module:
The element x 2 was chosen so that
2 )
We thus recognize that {x 1 , x 2 } span a submodule isomorphic to W 0,z(−q) −1/2 (2). Furthermore,
Finally, comparing the eigenvalues of Y on the two standard modules yields the conclusion: if q and z are generic
More generally, we find that for generic values of the parameters
In these expressions it should be understood that all modules of the form W k,z (n) with n < k should be identified with the zero module.
Dualities between the two fusions
Aside from their possible interpretation as algebraic realisations of topological defects, the two types of fusion are of independent interest for the representation theory of aTL n . As such, we mention here certain properties which they have, and which can be used to compute them. The first such property is that the fusion product and the fusion quotients are duals as functors, i.e. for any aTL n+m module W , aTL n module V and TL m module U, there is a natural isomorphism
It follows in particular that if one knows every fusion product, one can get back all the fusion quotient by using this duality, and vice versa. The second property we mention is the associativity: for all aTL n module W , TL k module V and TL m module U,
where × r f is the fusion product in the regular Temperley-Lieb algebra, which was studied in detail in [12, 16] . Similarly, for all aTL n+k+m module W , TL k module V and TL m module U,
As an example, if we assume that q is generic then for all k ≥ 0
It follows that for a given aTL n module W , knowing its fusion product (or quotient) with S 0 (2m) and S 1/2 (1) is enough to compute the fusion with all other standard modules by recurrence. Equations (68)- (69) and (76)- (77) were obtained in this manner.
Fusion and the Hamiltonian
We now go back to the problem of studying the defects in the direct channel, and the Hamiltonian H u introduced in the beginning of this section 4. Let W be a aTL n+m -module, ρ be a non-zero idempotent of TL m , and consider the classical Hamiltonian living in aTL n :
Because the fusion quotient W ÷ u/o f (TL m ρ) can be seen as a restriction of W, one can express this Hamiltonian as an operator acting directly on W:
where µ n,m = g n g n+1 . . . g n+m , ν n,m = g n+m . . . g n . Choosing the idempotent ρ to correspond to a representation of spin m/2, or the standard module on m strands with m through lines, these are precisely the expressions obtained from spin chains with impurities. As a corollary of the preceding discussion we formulate our main result on the spectral problem of the defect Hamiltonians: Similarly, the transfer matrix acting on this fused module is precisely the one in Fig. 6 obtained by adding a cluster of lines going under (or over) the other lines in the lattice. This strongly suggests that the fusion quotient is indeed the right algebraic construction for these defects. However it should be mentioned that for generic values of the parameters the fusion product and quotients are equivalent in the limit; it follows that while the Hamiltonian acting on the fusion product does not have such a simple interpretation it will produce the same spectrum in the limit.
Example of quotient: the twisted XXZ spin chain
The twisted XXZ spin chain on n sites can be realized by the Hamiltonian H n (Q) expressed in terms of the usual Pauli matrices acting on (C 2 )
n :
where σ ± = 1/2(σ x j ± iσ y j ) are the usual ladder operators, Q is a non-zero complex number, and the boundary conditions are σ
The model is unitary if Q is on the unit circle in C. The Temperley-Lieb generators are
with the twist
A quick calculation shows that the hoop operators are
with S z = 1 2 n j=1 σ z j the total spin. Our goal is now to impose a defect of spin 1/2 on this chain, which according to our formalism consist in computing the fusion quotient of its Hilbert space by S 1 (1) = TL 1 . This specific defect corresponds to a simple restriction from aTL n to aTL n+1 , so the new Hamiltonian with a defect is either
or
for a defect that goes under or over the other lines, respectively. Using the explicit construction of e n−1 , g n one finds
where we defined new operators a
It follows that
A straightforward calculation then shows the defect operators:
8 In everything that follows, one should understand that for all matrix A, q A ≡ (−q) A (−1) −A . We simplify these expressions to lighten the notation but one should be careful when verifying these results numerically.
where Q ± ≡ −Qq ±1/2 , andS − , q ±Sz are the standard U q (sl 2 ) generators on n − 1 spins
Note thatȲ can be diagonalized if and only if (Q − q −Sz )(Q + q −Sz ) is an invertible matrix, which can be verified by comparing its eigenvalues in the σ z n = ±1 sectors. It follows in particular that the Hamiltonian (93) cannot have a Jordan block linking the σ z n = ±1 sectors if Q is generic. Similarly, one finds
Note that in each of these expressions, the off-diagonal term ∆ can only link sectors of H n−1 (Qq ±1/2 ) corresponding to different total spin ( n−1 j=1 a j ) because of the ladder operators appearing in it.
Conclusion: connection to CFT
In order to provide a lattice analogue of CFT topological defects X satisfying (1), we have defined and studied in a model-independent way operators on the lattice that commute with the local interactions given by the TL elements-the central elements Y andȲ in aTL n -and have demonstrated their interesting properties. From the crossed-channel point of view, these defect operators generate an algebra spanned by Y j ,Ȳ j , and their products, that has structure constants or fusion rules (50) and (51) resembling the chiral and anti-chiral fusion rules of Virasoro Kac modules of type (1, s) where s = 2j + 1. We recall that the Kac modules are obtained as quotients of Verma modules of the conformal weight h 1,s by the submodule generated by the singular vector at the level h 1,s + s.
The analogy with CFT goes further: Recall that at least in rational CFT a topological defect can be seen as a map from the set of chiral primary fields to the ring of endomorphisms of the Hilbert space of the full non-chiral CFT. In much the same way our maps Y m andȲ m from Fig. 4 defining the defect operators send ideals in the open or regular TL algebra (which are known to correspond to chiral primary fields of conformal weight h 1,s ) to central elements in affine TL algebra which are realized as endomorphisms of the bulk lattice model, e.g. of periodic spin-chains.
We saw that the higher-spin defects Y j andȲ j (48)-(49) carry some sort of internal structure "living" on the horizontal non-contractible loops. From the direct-channel point of view, or after a modular transformation, this internal structure was realized in Section 4 as some sort of impurities in the spatial direction. Therefore, we have just rewritten the defects Y j andȲ j in the Hamiltonian formulation. Interestingly, the problem of spectrum with impurities was reformulated in algebraic terms as a rather simple fusion product of affine and regular TL representations which is a sort of combination of the constructions in [13, 14] and [15] that we review in Appendix B.
So far we have defined and studied lattice defects that do not depend on a spectral parameter. Let us call these defects of first type. However, there is some evidence that there should be a second type of (lattice) defects that do depend on a spectral parameter. Though they are not central in aTL n , but possibly become topological defects X, i.e. they satisfy (1), in the continuum limit only. We will address studying these defects of the second type in our next paper where an identification with Virasoro Kac modules of the type (r, 1) is expected.
It is important for several reasons to try to define what we call lattice defects in a precise mathematical way and in higher generality, for a possible application to more general lattice models not necessarily based on TL interactions. For the first kind of defects, from the results obtained in this work, we are approaching a mathematical definition of (an algebra of) defects for general lattice algebras (e.g. aTL n (q), Birman-Wenzl-Murakami, Brauer algebras, etc):
Definition: In a lattice algebra A, a space of defects D of the first type is a subspace in the center of A such that it forms a Verlinde algebra.
Note that not any central element in a lattice algebra corresponds to a defect operator; it should also have nice properties that reflect know properties from the CFT side. That is why we demand that the space of defects forms a Verlinde algebra. First of all this implies the presence of a special basis in this algebra with structure constants being non-negative integers. Secondly, the idea is that these integer numbers should correspond to fusion rules of corresponding representations of an (anti-)chiral algebra, e.g. Virasoro.
We have indeed recovered these two aspects in our case of A = aTL n (q), where we identified D as the symmetric center Z sym of aTL n (q), and the latter as a Verlinde algebra generated by Y j and Y j where the structure constants do not depend on n and correspond to fusion rules of chiral and anti-chiral Virasoro representations of type (1, s).
9 This is here shown to be true for the generic q case where the fusion rules might look rather trivial, since they are sl(2) type fusion after all. The situation is not so trivial in degenerate cases (where q is a root of unity) that we will describe in one of our forthcoming papers on the subject, with applications to minimal models as well as LCFTs. There, a connection to Virasoro fusion rules also holds, although it is much less evident due to more involved representation theory.
However, this is not the end of the story. Any Verlinde algebra has the third aspect: it admits a modular S-transformation that "diagonalizes" the fusion rules. For the moment we have concentrated on the first two aspects only. It is, of course, an important problem to properly define and analyze such S-transformations in a precise algebraic way, and hopefully it will reflect the modular transformation on the lattice. We hope to come back to this problem soon.
A Proofs and rigors
We collect in this appendix the proofs of certain technical results used in this work.
A.1 Topological defects with a higher spin.
We show here how to obtain the expressions for topological defects with higher-spins given in section 3.2, i.e.
First we show that the result is independent of the choice of idempotent we make. Let A be some finite dimensional C-algebra, ρ 1 , ρ 2 be two idempotents such that Aρ 1 ≃ Aρ 2 as left A modules, and let F be any function defined on A such that for all a, b ∈ A, F (ab) = F (ba) (in other words F is a trace). We know that
where the isomorphism is obtained by right-multiplication. For instance,
Because Aρ 1 ≃ Aρ 2 , it follows that there exists a, b ∈ A such ρ 1 aρ 2 is the function that sends Aρ 1 → Aρ 2 and ρ 2 bρ 1 is the function that sends Aρ 2 → Aρ 1 . In particular, if Aρ 1 is irreducible this means that ρ 1 aρ 2 bρ 1 = αρ 1 and ρ 2 bρ 1 aρ 2 = γρ 2 , for some non-zero complex numbers α, γ. However one quickly verifies that
so α = γ and we can thus choose a, b such that α = γ = 1. Now by hypothesis the function F is cyclic and ρ 1 and ρ 2 are idempotents so
Next, we remark that for any elements
TL is the tensor product in the Temperley-Lieb category, obtained by joining diagrams side by side. For instance,
It follows in particular that for any idempotent a ∈ TL n ,
Now if the idempotent a is such that TL n a ≃ S k (n), one can show that there exists a decomposition of the idempotent (a ⊗ TL 1 TL 1 ) = a − + a + , where a ± are orthogonal idempotents such that TL n+1 a ± ≃ S k±1/2 (n + 1). This is done by using the fusion rules in the regular Temperley-Lieb family of algebras (see [12, 16] ). It thus follows that
which is the Chebyshev recurrence relation, giving (98).
A.2 The Jucys-Murphy elements
Recall that aTL n admits two non-equivalent sets of Jucys-Murphy elements defined by (up to a normalization)
The normalization chosen is such that for any symmetric Laurent polynomials p(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), the element p((−q)
We wish to prove the identities (55) and (56):
where
However, the proofs for the identities involving M are identical to those involving the Js, so we shall only prove the two identities involving C k (n). The proof of this result relies on two key observations; the first is the identity
The second observation is that for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1 we have the relations in aTL n (q):
These can all be proven in the same way, by showing that both sides of these equality correspond to the same diagram. For instance
where we used the definition of the braids. Putting the two observations together gives the following relations, for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
where we used the fact that for all non-zero x
Then, it follows that
Using very similar arguments, we have
where we used the fact that X 1 ≡Ȳ by definition.
Both types of fusion are very similar so we focus on the u-type. The primitive idempotent corresponding to S 1/2 (1) is simply the identity so the fusion quotient is the full restriction of W k,z (n+1). There is then a map ψ : W k−1/2,z ′ (n) → W k,z (n + 1) which consists in adding a single position on the right of every diagram in W k−1/2,z ′ (n) and adding a through line to it which passes under every other line. For instance,
One can see that this map (extended linearly) indeed defines an injective morphism of aTL n module if z ′ = (−q) 1/2 z; this condition on z can be seen by observing that
Next, consider the map φ : W k,z (n + 1) → W k+1/2,z(−q) −1/2 (n + 2), defined by φ = (q + q −1 ) −1 e n+1 ψ. In other words we add an extra through line, going under all others, at the right of each diagram in W k,z (n + 1) then multiply the result by the idempotent (q + q −1 ) −1 e n+1 . For instance, we get
Based on the previous results of this section, we recognize the the image of this map is W k+1/2,z(
It can then be shown that this map (extended linearly) defines a surjective morphism of aTL n modules. Furthermore, one can see that the image of the first map ψ is contained in the kernel of the second map φ:
where we used the fact that diagrams with less than k/2 through lines are equivalent to the zero element in W k,z (n). Finally, note that
so the image of ψ is exactly the kernel of φ. Since the eigenvalues ofȲ are different on W k±1/2,z(−q) ∓1/2 (n), if z is generic, it follows that
What about when z is not generic? The eigenvalues ofȲ will be the same on the modules appearing in the previous direct sum if and only if (−q) 2 = 1 or z 2 = (−q) k/2 ; one can verify directly that Y has a Jordan block when acting on the fusion quotient only in the later case. The modules appearing in the fusion quotient is then the indecomposable extension of two standard modules; while these are not yet classified, we shall show that they are indeed unique in our forthcoming work.
Both types of fusion are very similar so we again focus on the u-type. Since standard modules are always cyclic, so is their fusion and
The module can be decomposed by defining diagrams
These were chosen such that
One verifies easily that aTL n+1 v − x is a sub-module: any diagram acting on v − x will either contract two (or more) through lines together or shuffle around the arcs on the bottom boundary. However, the former will be trivial because, for instance,
where we used the definition of the tensor product, and the definition of the standard modules. We thus conclude that aTL n+1 v − x is a sub module isomorphic to W k−1/2,z ′ (n + 1) for some z ′ , where the isomorphism is obtained by simply cutting off the top of the diagrams, i.e.
. . . . . .
To find z ′ we use the duality between the two fusion:
so it follows that z ′ = z(−q) 1/2 . Note now that acting on v + x with some diagram a can do two things: it can shuffle the arcs on the bottom boundary, and it can close pairs of through lines. One can verify that closing the two rightmost through lines together will produce an element of the form av − x, and the same thing happens when closing the leftmost line with the rightmost one. To see this last assertion, observe that in 
Here again the two fusion types are similar so we focus only on the u-type. Here we must restrict to z generic right from the start; it is possible to present a unified proof for the z generic or not cases, but doing so requires more sophisticated tools which we haven't introduced here. We thus start by noticing that
where we used the duality between the fusion product and the fusion quotient together with the formulas for the fusion product of standard modules obtained in the previous section. Furthermore, for generic values of z the standard modules W 1/2,(−q) 1/2 z ±1 (n) are simple and non-isomorphic, so these morphisms must be injective. Finally, we have Dim(W 0,z (n + 1))
and we thus conclude that
B Comparison with the other fusion types
We discuss briefly how the defect operators -the hoop elements Y andȲ -introduced in this work behaves with respect to the various previously defined fusion products, in particular the one introduced by Gainutdinov and Saleur in [13] and the one introduced by Belletête and SaintAubin [15] .
B.1 The GS fusion
For this fusion, we endow aTL n+m (n, m positive integers) with the structure of a left (aTL n , aTL m ) module through the injection Φ ≡ φ u n,m ⊗ ψ o m,n : aTL n ⊗ aTL m → aTL n+m . In terms of diagrams, this corresponds to gluing the two cylinders on which aTL n and aTL m lives into a pair of pants; Fig. 7 illustrates how the hoop operators behave under this gluing.
Given an aTL n -module U and an aTL m -module V , their fusion is defined as
Note that by construction (see Figs. 7a and 7b)
so that the central elements Y,Ȳ are fully determined from their value on U and V , respectively. It follows in particular that this fusion product is not commutative in general. Furthermore, the construction also gives (see Fig. 7c ) which imposes severe constraints on the combinations of modules leading to non-trivial fusion products.
To illustrate just how restrictive equations (143) and (144) 
where all the ± are independent. In the generic cases where δ 2 is not an integer power of (−q), and q is not a root of unity, this leaves the possibilities:
or, using a more usual notation 
where a ± are (unknown) non-negative integers (because each module could appear multiple times) and it is understood that if s > r, W r−s,z(−q) s (n) ≡ W s−r,z −1 (−q) −s (n). It therefore simply remains to find the value of a ± ; more extensive calculations [13] yields a ± = 1.
B.2 The BSA fusion
For this fusion, we endow aTL n+m (n, m positive integers) with the structure of a left (TL n , TL m ) module through the injection Φ ≡ φ u n,m ⊗ ψ o m,n : TL n ⊗ TL m → aTL n+m , where we identified the regular algebras with their images inside the affine algebra. In terms of diagrams, this corresponds to taking the two strips on which the regular algebras live and stitching them into a cylinder, introducing no particular relations for the hoop operators. Given U, V a TL n and a TL m module, respectively, their fusion is defined as
Note that because no relations were introduced for the hoop operators, the fusion of any non-zero module is always infinite dimensional. For the particular case of standard modules (and q generic), one finds [15] S r × BSA S s ≃ r+s k=|r−s|
where the P k are the projective indecomposable modules of the affine Temperley-Lieb algebra. The algebraic structure of these modules is quite complicated and described in some details in [15] . We simply mention that there is a family of inclusions P k ⊂ P k+2 ⊂ P k+4 ⊂ . . . that is such that P k /P k−2 is an indecomposable submodule of the direct product of the standard modules W k,z for all non-zero z. In other (more heuristic) words, P k is an indecomposable collage of all W r,z with r ≤ k, z ∈ C * .
C Alternative proof of the relations (68)-(69)
We first establish the branching rules from aTL n 1 +n 2 to aTL n 1 ⊗ TL n 2 , by an adaptation of the working of [14] that dealt with the case of aTL n 1 ⊗ aTL n 2 . The algebras aTL n 1 and TL n 2 can be embedded into aTL n on n = n 1 + n 2 sites, by defining the periodic generator e and the shift operator u (1) for the first subalgebra by braid translation in aTL n (see [14] ), while all other generators simply carry over.
Using the techniques of [14] , and in particular the operator τ
(1) j defined there, we then find the branching rules (actually, one has just to restrict the second tensor factor in branching rules of [14] to the subalgebra TL n 2 ⊂ aTL n 2 )
with the following values of the momenta:
• For j = j 1 + j 2 and any values of j 1 , j 2 : z 1 = (i √ q) −2j 2 z +1 .
• For j = j 1 − j 2 and either j = 0 or j 2 > 0: z 1 = (i √ q) +2j 2 z +1 .
• For j = j 2 − j 1 and either j = 0 or j 1 > 0: z 1 = (i √ q) +2j 2 z −1 .
Notice that this closely parallels the main result of [14] , the only difference being that the right tensorands W j 2 ,z 2 there have been repaced by k≥j 2 S k , which is exactly the restriction of W j 2 ,z 2 to the subalgebra TL n 2 ⊂ aTL n 2 . In particular, these modules have the same dimensions.
We can now read off the corresponding fusion rules by Frobenius reciprocity:
Hom aTL n+m W k,w (n) × f S j (m), W j,z (n + m) ≃ Hom aTLn⊗TLm W k,w (n) ⊗ S j (m), W j,z (n + m) ,
where on the right side of the equation W j,z (n + m) is seen as a aTL n ⊗ TL m -module, i.e. is identified with the branching rules (150). If q and z are generic, the standard modules W j,z (n + m) are simple, so the dimension of this homomorphism group is the number of copies of the standard module appearing as direct summands of the fusion product. 11 There is however a slight subtlety in computing these dimensions, which is conveniently illustrated in the example (n 1 , n 2 , n) = (2, 4, 6). The branching rules read in this case W 0,z (6) = W 0,z (2) ⊗ S 2 (4) ⊕ S 1 (4) ⊕ S 0 (4) ⊕ W 1,(i
